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Today’s classrooms hardly resemble 

those of a generation ago—and 

they won’t look much like teaching 

and learning spaces a decade or 

two from now, either. 

At izzy+, we’ve been studying  

learning dynamics for a long time 

and have arrived at four key  

factors that are constantly shifting 

and interacting: students,  

technology, space, and pedagogy. 

We leverage great design to create 

as much synergy as possible  

among them. That’s where  

Dewey comes in!

Evolving spaces,  
flexible designs  
(for evolving, flexible minds)

technology

space students

pedagogy
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Our journey with Dewey stretches back to 2006, when we began getting 

more and more requests for customized, technology-friendly classroom 

furniture. In 2007, we invited designer Joey Ruiter to join us in our  

research and exploration, which eventually led to launching Dewey  

in 2009 (and earning a Best of NeoCon award!). 

Dewey was designed to earn top marks in four critical areas:

Flexibility: Today’s varied teaching and learning styles call for furniture 

that can quickly and easily shift into different configurations, whether 

the focus is on the instructor, on student collaboration, or on a distance 

learning screen. 

Durability: To withstand the rigors of frequent rearranging and  

constant use, Dewey was designed with long-lasting materials and  

components, from cast and extruded aluminum bases to urethane  

table edges.

Technology integration: A smart approach to technology— 

accommodates today’s devices and anticipates tomorrow’s,  

for ultimate flexibility and long-term relevancy.

Timeless Design: Furniture this flexible, durable, and technology- 

friendly calls for a clean design that will continue looking relevant 

throughout its long life. 
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Always up for anything  (except the ordinary)

Choose from optional aluminum  
frame or work surface-mounted  
modesty panels.
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Why conform to your space when you can create a space that conforms  

to you? One room full of ultra-flexible, easy-to-reconfigure Dewey  

can become so many different things to so many different people,  

from the day’s first class to lights out. 

Dewey is available with a flip-top option for nested 
storage or a folding option for flat storage.

Two edge profiles are available:  urethane  
with a knife-edge profile or 2MM edgeband  
with a straight profile.

Urethane 2MM Edgeband

9:10 a.m.

10:20 a.m.

1:10 p.m.

2:20 p.m.
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Bringing people together  
(that’s when the magic happens)

Dewey’s extra-wide caster rolls easily and also  
locks in place when needed.

Tables are offered with pinset or crank-height  
adjustment options to accommodate ADA  
requirements.  The handle pulls out to adjust,  
then tucks neatly underneath the surface.
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Collaboration and conversation are key in today’s classrooms and training rooms, 

which is why we created new table shapes that actually foster connection and 

group activity. Not only can six people get closer together around a Dewey 

6-Top (without skimping on the work surface), it also offers a more efficient  

footprint when space is at a premium. 

The Dewey 6-Top brings people closer together, 
making it easier to share technology and ideas. 

The half-length Connection Cart floats over seated 
height work surfaces, making it easy to share ideas 
and concepts.
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Always happy to help  

(but maybe not so much on weekends)

The Helpdesk is available in seated-height or 
standing height versions, with pin-set, crank 
height or electric height adjustment options.

Rack-mount storage keeps technology  
organized and accessible with locking  
back panel and vent/fan options.

Seated-height helpdesk
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Instructors move around the room more than ever, but they still need a  

home base. Today’s version of the teacher’s desk should be inviting and  

approachable, encouraging conversation while supporting technology.  

The Dewey Helpdesk does it all.
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Connection, connection, connection  
(the mantra for a different kind of real estate) 
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Learning is all about making connections—between people and ideas,  

words and images, and the past and future. Whether you’re relying  

on high-tech or low-tech methods of bringing it all together, the  

Connection Cart is all about helping people reach those ah-ha moments. 

Connection carts are available in two heights and 
include the option for markerboard surfaces,  
tackable fabric and technology support.  

Optional side-mounted container and wire  
management accessories are also available.
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A winsome supporting cast  
(that does more than just look good)

The Dewey Bench is available in 4 lengths and 
comes with Nano-Tex® and Dura-Block® fabric 
coating that is designed to resist stains and liquid.   
Coffee spill?  No problem. 

The Lectern is available in two sizes with an optional 
locking storage cabinet for books and supplies. 
Pneumatic height adjustable, it's the perfect  
companion to a presentation or lecture where 
movement is key.
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Create a space that’s interesting and inspiring—one that invites people  

to explore new materials, capture seeds of ideas, and launch spontaneous  

conversations. Bookshelves serve double-duty as space dividers, benches  

instantly create useful third spaces (for a spontaneous chat or some “me-time”), 

and cabinets keep technology handy. Dewey’s the whole deal.

The Dewey Bookshelf is available in freestanding 
or wall-mounted versions. Shelves can be adjusted 
vertically or positioned in both directions  
for a two- sided aesthetic. 
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Problem solved. Small groups solve 
problems together. The instructor 
moves from group to group, lending 
ideas and posing challenges. Laptops 
are close at hand and powered up.

Dewey Table, Media Cabinet, Bookshelf, Bench, 
Buddy: dover white laminate, cloud melamine, 
dolphin urethane edge, silver frame.  
Hannah chairs by izzy: jay, silver frame.

Room Capacity  24

Easy access. Power laptops, share 
ideas or delve into a serious debate.

Dewey Table, Helpdesk, Media Cabinet, Bookshelf: 
wild cherry laminate, clound melamine,  
dolphin urethane edge, silver frame.

Room Capacity  24

Team up for a win. Collaborate. 
Discuss and debate. See everyone 
else. Facilitating better conversations 
and more idea sharing. 

Dewey 6-Top Table, Buddy: weathered ash  
laminate, otter urethane edge, silver frame.  
Connection Cart, Half-Height Markerboard.  
HÅG H04 Communication chairs: Maharam  
Medium Laser, silver frame.

Room Capacity  28

Break it down. Splitting into smaller 
groups makes large classes more 
manageable, encouraging the free  
flow of discussion and ideas.

Dewey Table, Helpdesk, Bookshelf: monticello 
maple laminate, dolphin urethane edge,  
silver frame. Webster chairs by Fixtures Furniture: 
peacock, silver frame.

Room Capacity  24

Let’s make plans 
(for your space—or for coffee!) Whichever Dewey table style you choose, you’ve got a  

collection of products that’s ready to support a variety  

of needs and solutions in your classroom or training room. 
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Flex it. Be ready to move with furniture 
on wheels that readily follows your lead 

(and helps students flex their minds). 

Dewey Table, Helpdesk, Bookshelf, Bench:  
steel mesh laminate, folkstone melamine,  

koala urethane edge, silver frame  
Momentum Hue Chipotle on benches.  

HÅG wing chairs: white, silver frame

 Room Capacity  24

Be inviting. When spaces are both 
functional and cool, people are more  

likely to gather and interact.

Dewey Table, Bookshelf Bench: dover white  
laminate, wolf urethane edge, silver paint.  

Momentum Hue Eggplant on benches.  
Smile chairs by Fixtures Furniture:  

purple martin, silver frame.

 Room Capacity  26

Stadium style. Don’t miss a thing 
happening up front, even  

if you’re in the back.

Dewey Table, Helpdesk, Media Cabinet,  
Bookshelf: huntington maple laminate,  

cloud melamine, dolphin urethane edge,  
silver frame.

 Room Capacity  24

V is for victory. Instructors and 
students can easily see one another, 
supporting  discourse and dialogue.

Dewey Table, Helpdesk, Lectern:  
dover white laminate, cloud melamine,  

wolf urethane edge, silver frame.  
Sling Swivel-Tilt chairs by Harter:  

Momentum Origin Eureka, silver frame.

  Room Capacity  20

Focus. Get a good view  
of the presentation, or concentrate on 
your individual work with this ordered, 

straight-forward approach.

Dewey Table, Helpdesk: dover white laminate,  
platinum melamine, wolf urethane edge,  

silver frame.

  Room Capacity  24
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Lectern 

Pneumatic height adjustable. Urethane 
edge standard. Locking storage 
optional.

D 27"    L  30"     H  37"-44"

BooksHeLf

Wall-mount or freestanding.

waLL-mounteD     D 14"    L 38"    H 82"

freestanDing     D 14"    L 40"    H 84"

meDia caBinet

Technology racks and rear access  
door optional; locking standard.

D 18.75"    L 20"    H  60"

connection cart 
markerBoarD & tackBoarD

Half and full length. Tackable,  
markerboard or laminate surfaces.  
Two heights

D 20"    L 40"    H  63" or 75"

connection cart 
tecHnoLogy supporting

Half and full length. Technology  
supporting with open or closed storage.  
Two heights

D 20"    L 40"    H  63" or 75"

BencH seats

Upholstered cushion seats 2, 3 or 4.  
Optional in-line tables  
on 2 and 3 seater.

D 18"    L 48", 60", 72", 96"    H 17"

HeLpDesk 

Electric, pin-height or crank-height adjustable. Urethane edge  
standard.  Small and large locking cabinets, flip up power with USB  
or iPod/iPhone dock optional. Standing and seated height.

 
stanDing     D 30"    L 60", 72"    eH 39"- 46"    pH 36"- 42"    cH 37"- 47"

seateD     D 30"    L 60", 72"    H  27"-37"

6-top taBLe

Cafe and seated height.

cafe     D 27"  L 60"     H 42"

seateD     D 27"     L 60"     H 29"

c & t-Base taBLe 
fLip top & foLDing

Pin-height and Crank-height adjustable. 
Grommets, modesty and power options.

D 20", 24", 27"  L 36", 48", 60", 72" 

H 29"     pH 27"-33"     cH  27"-37"

rounD taBLe

Cafe and seated height.

cafe     Dia 27", 36", 42", 48"    H 42"

seateD     Dia 27", 36", 42", 48"    H 29"

BuDDy 

Pneumatic height adjustable. 
Urethane edge standard.

D 20"    L 27"    H  27"-41"
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